2011 Inter City Chinese Golf Tournament Rules
Please read this document in full to ensure all rules are clearly understood.

Rules
1. Complete RCGA Rules of Golf will be used with exception to the InterCity Tournament rules as follows
2. Please disregard local rules on the course scorecards
3. No caddies. GPS and range finders are permitted as long as they are
devices that only measure distance and record scores
4. Dress code in effect: men’s collared shirts; must be tucked in; no denim
5. Course maintenance: warnings and penalties will be issued for any
competitor who doesn’t replace divots, repair ball marks, rake bunkers,
etc
6. Power carts are permitted, however, you must not drive past your ball.
Please adhere to course rules and etiquette.
7. Inter City Tournament Rules:
1) No gimmes.
2) No ball can be touched before playing except on green or it’s a
dropping ball. Any violation incurs one stroke penalty.
3) Drop Area: Ball is in an area defined by white stakes or red stakes
or too close to trees/bushes and unplayable: drop the ball within
two club length of the spot where the ball lays or boundary of the
unplayable area but no nearer to the hole.
4) Missing ball or not playable within the area defined by white stakes
or red stakes, players take one stroke penalty and continue to play
in a drop area.
5) Finding balls in rough is limited to 3 minutes. After 3 minutes it is
deemed a missing ball. Players take one stroke penalty and
continue to play in a drop area.
6) Ball in casual water, drop without penalty within one club-length of
the nearest playable point of relief not nearer to the hole. If in
bunker casual water, drop ball in the same bunker unless the whole
bunker is not playable.

